


Dante 

Alighieri 

was the 

major italian

poet in the 

late Middle 

Ages.

As a poet

Dante’s

masterpiece

is the 

“Divine 

Comedy”.



The Divine 

Comedy is

made up of   3 

CANTICHE.  

INFERNO

(HELL)

PURGATORIO   

(PURGATORY)

PARADISO   

(PARADISE)



Inferno is the first part of  the poem and it is divided into 9 circles.



Inferno is the first part 

of  the poem and it is

divided into 9 circles. 

It starts with Dante in 

the middle of  his life 

getting lost in a “dark 

forest” which is “sin” 

and he can’t find a 

straight path.



Inferno is imagined as a 

chasm funnel – shaped

and it is near Jerusalem. 



The spirit of  the 

roman poet Virgil

leads Dante 

through the circles

of  hell where they

witness the horrible

punishments that

sinners have

brought upon

themselves.



These sinners’ 

souls are ferried

across the river

Styx by  

CHARON.



In the  second circle of  

Hell Dante meets Paolo 

and Francesca.

The two lovers are swept

away by  the wind, it’s the 

penalty reserved for their

adultery.



In the eight

circle Dante 

and Virgil

see the 

flames of  

fraudulent

souls.

Among the 

flames Dante is

attracted by 

Ulysses whose

stratagem of the 

wooden horse

caused the 

destruction of  

Troy.



Gone away from Inferno Dante and Virgil land the beach of  

an Island where there is the mountain of  Purgatory, 

consisting of  7 levels.



Finally Dante gets to 

the “Empyrean”, the 

true home of  God; 

here he meets saints

such as Saint Francis, 

angels and the souls of  

the faithful. 



He is accompanied by 

Beatrice, identified as

Dante’s love of  live 

Beatrice PORTINARI 

who guides him throught

the 9 Spheres of  Heaven.



Dante can 

contemplat

e the bright

“WHITE 

ROSE”, a 

symbol of  

divine love 

in which

the faithful

are 

enthroned. The blessed are 

arranged in this

immense white

rose and the 

queen of  this

celestial rose is

the Virgin Mary.
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